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LAMPIRAN 

Lampiran 1 

Tabel L. 1 Dataset pengguna facebook 

No Source (A) posemo negemo social target 

1 

2,711 concrete pillars in a public 

space - to get lost in, confused, sad, 

anxious, and think. @ Holocaust 

Memorial 

0,00 21,05 5,26 negemo 

2 
i thought my prospect was Jürgen 

Klinsmann... Seriously.. 
0,00 12,50 0,00 negemo 

3 

its kinda boring here.....but i will try 

to bare wif it......no 

choice.....XDDDD 

0,00 6,67 0,00 negemo 

4 
Feel like committing suicide......and 
cry.... 

0,00 16,67 0,00 negemo 

5 Some serious works putting on… 0,00 20,00 0,00 negemo 

6 
Only got 2 word wrong also need to 

copy the whole karangan... haizzz... 
0,00 7,69 0,00 negemo 

7 

And I'm so sorry that I hurt you , 

Sorry that I fell through , Sorry I 

was falling in love with you . 

4,76 19,05 14,29 negemo 

8 having a bad headache.. 0,00 25,00 0,00 negemo 

9 
Women are the joy and pillar of 

life..! 
12,50 0,00 12,50 posemo 

10 Happy Birthday legend ! ???? 33,33 0,00 0,00 posemo 

11 
2012 dream, make it come true 

please 
28,57 0,00 0,00 posemo 

12 
Happy new year!! Sounds like 

WWIII outside ?? 
14,29 0,00 0,00 posemo 

13 
Like this status if you think I'm kind 

and caring. 
20,00 0,00 10,00 posemo 

14 

Now u can get tempered glass while 

enjoying awesome chicken wings in 
bentayan! Rm12 for the tempered 

glass and rm2 for each chicken 

wings. Support my friend Ah 

Siong!!! 

10,34 0,00 3,45 posemo 

15 

For the spirit of Christmas, it's a 

blessing to be the producer. Merry 

Christmas to all of you out there! 

???? 

10,00 0,00 5,00 posemo 

16 
Happy birthday Wafi and may all ur 

wishes connect true !!!! 
20,00 0,00 10,00 posemo 

17 
nahaha. I came up with the idea but 

I wasn't playing 
9,09 0,00 0,00 posemo 

18 Final Sem seems like a real joy to 10,00 0,00 0,00 posemo 
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No Source (A) posemo negemo social target 

watch...... Hmmmmm.... 

19 

Happy mothers day to all the 

wonderful and caring mothers out 

there ! ?? 

25,00 0,00 16,67 posemo 

20 
Beautiful fireworks over here in 

KL! Happy New Year Everyone! 
20,00 0,00 10,00 posemo 

21 

trying to keep up with the amazing 

@m3.cy at #adidasrunnerssg's 2nd 

anniversary hustle last weekend. 

happy birthday AR singapore! @ 

SUTD Singapore University of 

Technology & Design 

7,69 0,00 0,00 posemo 

22 
here is a great rendition of this 
song.. 

12,50 0,00 0,00 posemo 

23 

Upcoming days to CNY seems a 

holiday mood for lots of ppl .. But 

seems for me is work till late night 

everyday LOLs 

0,00 0,00 4,35 posemo 

24 

All I want for Christmas is 

knowledge and wisdom to make the 

world having peace and joy. 

17,65 0,00 0,00 posemo 

25 

So keep your head high, your chin 

up, and most importantly, keep 

smiling, because life is a beautiful 

thing and there's so much to smile 

about?? -Marilyn Monroe 

14,29 0,00 7,14 posemo 

26 

Don't know why but feel so 

motivated today to put out a 2nd full 
length skate video! Su'waidi Vivid 

Jamil Al-Talil Syafiq Salim Syed 

Muhd Syed Alwi Umar Al-Siddiq 

Hkb Nin Elly Farhan BooKit 

Nazeer Hussin Farid Ridfa 

Zameerius Maximus Glorious 

2,27 0,00 0,00 posemo 

27 Happy bleated bdat gene!~ 25,00 0,00 0,00 posemo 

28 

went down my house to play soccer, 

honestly, not impressed , was a 
waste of time :( ...... 

18,75 6,25 6,25 posemo 

29 

Best of luck Adly ! :D . For not 

doing any assignment during your 

holiday! HAHAHA . 

21,43 0,00 7,14 posemo 

30 

Beats by Dr Dre sounds great! 

Makes my old records sound like 

new. 

7,69 0,00 0,00 posemo 

31 
is at a verge.. all i need is a good 

chance.. its a final burst 
6,67 0,00 0,00 posemo 

32 
So good to relax at home on the 2nd 

day of 2012 !!! Cheers 
23,08 0,00 0,00 posemo 
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No Source (A) posemo negemo social target 

33 

Omg Josh! This guy never fails to 

put out an amazing part everytime 
he put out a part.. Please please 

check this out skateboarders.. 

Underdog for shizzles.. 

11,11 3,70 7,41 posemo 

34 

I would like to wish everyone a 

Happy Lunar New Year . May all 

your wish do comes true & may you 

get more red packets ! (: . <3 CCKY 

<3 . 

14,29 0,00 10,71 posemo 

35 

I am a super nice person. Now I 

know how to respect my elders tat 

should be the way always yep 

14,29 0,00 4,76 posemo 

36 

the living and breathing enigma, so 

incredibly dated yet unimaginably 

beautiful. @ Old Town Square 

7,14 0,00 0,00 posemo 

37 
Well, Bali was a nice place to stay 

in 
22,22 0,00 0,00 posemo 

38 
What a fighter, great inspiration to 
all! 

28,57 14,29 14,29 posemo 

39 

Oh My Goodness!!! I feel so good 

after my running i time myself and i 

just left 55m more to get my Silver 

award for my IPPT better than 

nothing all i care is my health and 

my cash that is waitng for me ahead 

of me so proud of myself glad i am 

a "MAN" now that is doing the right 

things and it's all in my mind 

nothing can defeat that 

YIPPPEEE........ 

9,46 1,35 1,35 posemo 

40 So CUTE!! hahahaha....! 66,67 0,00 0,00 posemo 

41 Blessed be this day. 25,00 0,00 0,00 posemo 

42 

Which is a better choice for my next 

car ?? Toyota Vios or Hyundai 

Avante ?? Both ard the same FC .. 

5,26 0,00 0,00 posemo 

43 
The Go! Team Best of da bestest.. 
Hahaa.. 

37,50 0,00 12,50 posemo 

44 Wth hahahah ill just kiss my dog .-. 28,57 0,00 0,00 posemo 

45 
Most bizarre and awesome dining 

experience ever!! 
14,29 0,00 0,00 posemo 

46 
Gay=Happy?Make no sense?Maybe 

it do make sense 
10,00 0,00 0,00 posemo 

47 

5th day of school.. *came back from 

buying bubble tea *going in Bowen 

(gate)*. Mr Ross : Nicholas can you 

show me how to do spike on this 
errh.. Me : okay.. Btw it's Kendama 

9,68 1,61 6,45 posemo 
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No Source (A) posemo negemo social target 

:p Mr Ross : oh okay *thumbs up* 

good job. Me : thanks! Indian friend 
: *shouts* Ross (rose) Bandung. Me 

: HAHAHAHAHA savage xD mean 

asf but funny at the same time. 

48 
wants to buy a new BIG face 

watch... which brand is good???? 
8,33 0,00 0,00 posemo 

49 

had an amazing time with 

#adidasrunnersbudapest this week! 

love your runbase with all the 

professional equipment. thanks for 

helping me get some workout in 

amidst all the hungarian feasting! @ 

Váci út 

12,90 0,00 9,68 posemo 

50 
WOOTS u-kiss at 987 on thursday 

~~ 
14,29 0,00 0,00 posemo 

51 
Drinking Vodka alcohol~ >< :D 

Passionfruit sia 
16,67 0,00 0,00 posemo 

52 
Call It What You Want~~~~~~ Eh 
Eh, Call It Want You 

Waaaaannnnnnntttt~~~~~ 

0,00 0,00 33,33 social 

53 

Soooo... I got the answer wrong. I 

am now keeping my word and 

posting this picture selected by 

Arthur Wong. I’m challenging my 

friends who are logical and smart 

thinkers, to have a crack at guessing 

the answer to the riddle below. 

When you think you know, Private 

message me the answer. If you are 

not going to follow the instructions 
after you lose, don’t bother playing. 

Your turn! Read the riddle. If your 

answer is incorrect, I can choose 

any of your photos and you have to 

post it along with the riddle. If you 

answer correctly, I'll write your 

name in the comments (with a 

trophy emoji). Riddle: It's 7:00 AM. 

You are asleep and there is a sudden 

knock on the door. Behind the door 

are your parents who came to have 
breakfast. In your fridge are bread, 

milk (pasteurized), juice, and a jar 

of jam. To answer, what will you 

open first? * Answer directly 

through Private message only 

please. Answers in the comment 

section will be deleted. ** Note: It’s 

not what you think. So far no one 

2,14 1,60 13,90 social 
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No Source (A) posemo negemo social target 

has gotten it. Read carefully! 

54 

Oh now I know where my parents 

and everyone’s document went to 

???????? Kantoi lul 

0,00 0,00 14,29 social 

55 

You can forget about me, but you 

can't forget about the memories I 

brought into your life. 

0,00 0,00 17,65 social 

56 

Lemme tell you who I really am . 

I'm a hypocrite , unable to change , 

brat , a person who will use you & 

just dump you . So if you think i'm 

not your kind of friend just delete 
me off your buddy list thank you . 

Because i dont give a fuck (: . 

4,17 4,17 29,17 social 

57 

is meeting Edward & Angel for 

breakfast at our hotel coffee house 

in 5 mins. 

0,00 0,00 14,29 social 

58 

Just 4hrs more to count down ppl be 

prepared for the excitement to begin 

it's coming safe ur breath ppl I know 

u guys are looking forward for the 

big shout aloud. 

6,25 0,00 12,50 social 

59 

who will think brazil will win the 

world 

cup?????????...........................!who? 

10,00 0,00 20,00 social 

60 

When I am 16 I am a : Student still -

.- My best friends will be: I dont 
know. hahah in a relationship with : 

Hmmmmm My biggest fear is: 

Exams . for now . heh Like and I'll 

give you an age. 

7,89 2,63 10,53 social 

61 
I love You Today and Tomorrow, 

Always and Forever ??❤️ 
11,11 0,00 22,22 social 

62 

I asked Him early this morning to 

guide me accordingly amidst all the 

troubles and worries i have. He took 

it all and made me realize that He 

was just there all along. Never been 

this happy. Never been this 

complete. And from then I was 

reborned. 

2,13 4,26 8,51 social 

63 A gift from a dearest friend. TQ^^ 0,00 0,00 14,29 social 

64 

is trading pet soicity stuff 4 

restaurant stuff . if intersted,leave 

comment 

0,00 0,00 8,33 social 

65 
Tmr shall download Audition ^_^ ~ 

someone guide me 
0,00 0,00 14,29 social 

66 so who has finish the black scholes 0,00 0,00 12,50 social 
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No Source (A) posemo negemo social target 

part?????? 

67 

Inbox for more info about these 

products.. Email.. 

Info2arena@gmail.com 

0,00 0,00 9,09 social 

68 Genius of humans 0,00 0,00 33,33 social 

69 
Hello, I’m looking for people to 

start a pharmaceutical corporation. 
0,00 0,00 20,00 social 

70 

Lemme tell you who I really am . 
I'm a hypocrite , unable to change , 

brat , a person who will use you & 

just dump you . So if you think i'm 

not your kind of friend just delete 

me off your buddy list thank you . 

Because i dont give a fuck (: .You 

were my strength when I was weak , 

You were my voice when I couldn't 

speak , You were my eyes when I 

couldn't see , You saw the best there 

was in me , Lifted me up when I 

couldn't reach , You gave me faith 
'coz you believed , I'm everything I 

am , Because you loved me . 

5,88 2,94 24,51 social 

71 exams over lets lose our minds!!!! 0,00 16,67 33,33 social 

72 

believes that Kenny Smith was right 

on his predictions about Durant. His 

performance at the World 

Championship gives a glimpse on 

how the NBA will be played next 
season. 

6,90 0,00 10,34 social 

73 
Know what you want, I know what I 

want. 
0,00 0,00 11,11 social 

74 

Thank you guys for the surprise! 

Although not really a surprise 

because of the auntie. Love you 

guys! Muacks! 

21,05 0,00 31,58 social 

75 

11:11 I love u Baby Penguinn <3 :* 

XIAO MII MIIIII >< ReichelLove 

Beingbored 

7,69 0,00 15,38 social 

76 
New year offer.. chat me on whats 

app.. +1(614)3838769 
0,00 0,00 18,18 social 

77 

Ladies And GentleMen 'Boys & 

Girls' We Have "7" More Days For 

Celebration For A Brand New Year. 

Forget About The Past Now Ppl The 
Time Has Come For Us To Make It 

A Brand New History Am Looking 

Forward For A Brand New Year 

With Colourful Things All Around 

2,90 0,00 15,94 social 
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No Source (A) posemo negemo social target 

Us !!!!!!! BEHOLD !!!!!! It Will Be 

A New Change In U....Welcome 
2011 As U Are Welcome To The 

Planet World 

78 
I just saw Mr Chan at causeway 

point 
0,00 0,00 12,50 social 

79 

who give me will get a japanese 

roof or a igoo roof i mean 

it!!!!!!!!!!!! or just tell me what you 

want 

0,00 0,00 18,18 social 

80 

ove is juz too unique......there r 

never an accurate ans for it.......no1 

will ever have one.....not even the 

GOD....im brave enuf to 

say~......love is juz wad u think it 

is~......every1 will have a diff ans 

for it.....its pointless to be argue~.... 

4,17 2,08 6,25 social 

81 

Comment if you want to know a 
fact/truth about me?? If you 

commented, you must put this as 

your status and let others comment! 

?? 

4,00 0,00 28,00 social 

82 

Everybody bad news to tell you 

guys!!! Hawkers are giving out 

money (change) that are from other 

countries :( Today, when i had 

lunch at a hawker centre, I received 

some china tokens which are also 

known as (renminbi) So, beware of 

this and tell me if you also 
encounter the same incident as me!! 

1,82 3,64 14,55 social 

83 

"All humans are equal, but some are 

more equal. Straight people have the 

freedom to marry whoever they 

want but gays don't. I don't hate the 

gays and I'm not against 

homosexuality but the law shouldn't 

be passed that they can be married." 

I've seen so many post about this 

today. Just read it and feel the irony 

of saying "I'm not hating or 

discriminating them but the law 
should not be passed." 

1,37 2,74 12,33 social 

84 
Everyone loves Puan Ch'ng's 

English class. Especially Alan 
11,11 0,00 22,22 social 

85 

chelsea, how many yellow cards do 

u still wanna get, you are already 2 

man down!!! 

0,00 0,00 12,50 social 

86 To become a man is not a day job 0,00 0,00 11,11 social 
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87 
If you can’t be the King or Queen, 

then be the Ace☹️ #sleights #magic 
0,00 0,00 21,43 social 

88 

Let me ask you guy somthing o.k If 

you die and there is 4 tunnel for u to 

choose from what will u choose 
Green. For people who is greedy 

you will then become a evil ghost or 

become adevil or somthing bad. 

White.You will go to heaven,but 

thereis many rules so if u break one 

you will go to hell. Red.You will go 

to hell:( Bule.You will become an 

animal depends on your luck. A 

misty tunnel.You will become a 

human being a boy or a girl your 

luck.(Not quite sure) Which will 
you choose? Peace, Joseph Loh 

4,67 5,61 16,82 social 

89 

first run since being home.. havent 

been to an #adidasrunnerssg session 

for a while and they now have five 

groups, so naturally, im still in 

group 94. ?? @ Labrador Park 

0,00 0,00 10,34 social 

90 I just haven met you yet.. :)) 14,29 0,00 28,57 social 

91 

“He who lives in harmony with 

himself lives in harmony with the 

universe.” 

15,38 0,00 23,08 social 

92 

Urgently looking for non-speaking 
extras to participate in TMTV's 

video shoot on Monday, 11th 

December. Timing will be from 

6pm till late. Leave me a message 

for more details! ???? 

0,00 0,00 10,00 social 

93 
Hi everybody! Please follow me on 

twitter! My twitter name is tzehuee 
8,33 0,00 41,67 social 

94 

I thought that guy was Kok Chun 

Wong so i pointed the middlefinger 

at him- ken lee hahahahahah 

5,56 0,00 11,11 social 

95 

Keep your account safe: Never paste 

suspicious-looking links or text into 

your internet address bar. They 

could be spam! 

5,00 5,00 15,00 social 

96 
Early bday celebration. Happy 
bday! I wish u first ya… 

10,00 0,00 20,00 social 

97 

Dad : Mommy my fringe long 

leyh..help me trim in front leyh 

mom: thought u scare I cut not nice 

Me: Hahahahah Mom: Nicholas I 

trim ur hair Aimai? Me: Woi mai 

anyhow!later u see my fist at ur face 

6,25 4,17 16,67 social 
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AH XP!! Mom: Wahh fierce perhhh 

Hahaha 

98 

love is like a fire,but whether it is 
going to warm your heart or burn 

down your house,you can never 

tell… 

8,70 0,00 21,74 social 

99 

Yesterday is gone. Tomorrow has 

not yet come. We have only today. 

Let us begin ! 

0,00 0,00 13,33 social 

100 
Who would you vote? Me or 

Donald trump? XD BRUHHH.. 
0,00 0,00 20,00 social 

101 
Everyone get ready to pack your 

school bag 
12,50 0,00 25,00 social 

102 

All contacts from my fone gone :( 

Ppl i know, can pls pm me ur 

number or smth? Haha 

5,26 5,26 15,79 social 

103 
My day would never be called 

"Happy" without this guy???? 
10,00 0,00 20,00 social 

104 will just pray for you. 0,00 0,00 20,00 social 

105 

Anyone else waking up at 4am in 

the morning just to watch leichester 

city play against chelsea????? wuts 

ur prediction? I think 2-1 

leichester?? 

4,00 0,00 8,00 social 

106 

5 more min to 0000 lo >< !! Ahh 

eager to meet u sia..ReichelLove 

Beingbored baby girl go sleep la 

><I pei u .. 

4,55 0,00 13,64 social 

107 

You Asked me what was wrong and 

i smiled and said..NOTHING, Then 
i turned around and 

wishpered...EVERYTHING 

5,26 5,26 21,05 social 

108 

Self harm, suicide, eating 

disorders— you say it’s all for 

attention. Well then, maybe it’s a 

sign it’s time to start paying 

attention. 

4,35 4,35 13,04 social 

109 

When you tell your parents you 

need an ergonomic chair bc your 

back hurts but they say you ain't 

needing no stupid chair like that. ?? 

#ripken 

0,00 7,69 34,62 social 

110 

i said i swear if i get ramos... then 

suddenly i got him!! omggg shittt 
xD luckyyyyyy 

0,00 5,88 11,76 social 

111 

feels refreshed in the Spirit after 

morning PM. Looking forward to 

spend the day later with wifey. It's 

our 1st Anniversary! 

0,00 0,00 9,52 social 
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112 
Gonna go and practice with my 

coach coz it's time we rock!!! 
0,00 0,00 8,33 social 

113 
What is happening to what we call 
home EARTH. Lets do somthing to 

help our homeland. 

0,00 0,00 31,25 social 

114 

WAHHHh... when im full , then my 

mom wants to other macs for my 

bro .. -_____- 

0,00 0,00 14,29 social 

115 
"Hear our cry and turn our nation 

back to You." 
0,00 10,00 40,00 social 

116 Ah Boy big day !! 0,00 0,00 25,00 social 

117 Showcase work for a friend of mine. 0,00 0,00 14,29 social 

118 

Reaching out to those annoying 

people out there. Later don't hang 

out with you then you know! 

0,00 5,88 17,65 social 

119 
why now people like spamming 

o.0?? 
0,00 0,00 14,29 social 

120 So who is faster? bike or horse?? 0,00 0,00 14,29 social 

121 
we learn some thing 4rm prosperty 

we learn many more 4rm adversity 
0,00 8,33 16,67 social 

122 
“It doesn’t matter how slow you go, 
as long as you keep going “ 

0,00 0,00 15,38 social 

123 

You don't have to be beautiful You 

don't have to be hot Just as long as 

you can tell What's real and what's 

not 

4,17 0,00 16,67 social 

124 Time to help a bro! 0,00 0,00 40,00 social 

125 

want to thank our family & 

relatives, great friends, E198, W91, 

Pastor Derek & family for coming 
to warm our place. You guys made 

this house turn into a home. Really 

appreciate everyone for taking time 

to come. 

11,11 0,00 25,00 social 

126 
Someone told me if u're true den u 

wun start so fast 
7,69 0,00 15,38 social 

127 

football news! manchester vs aston 

villa 0-1,liverpool vs aresnal 1-

2,fulham vs burnely 1-1,chelsea vs 

everton 3-3,manchester city vs 

aresnal 3-0 get more news from me 

if you want to know the score 

highlights and plz commet 

0,00 0,00 2,22 social 

128 
Hello ppl who say march facebook 
close down 1st march ready ma why 

close down answer to that 

5,56 0,00 33,33 social 

129 
Each day has its own individuality 

of color.??????????-Charles 
0,00 0,00 9,09 social 
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Webster Hawthorne 

130 

tmr library...anyone ON-ing?.....tell 

me rite now....dun let me go there 

tmr n see no ppl 

there~!!!!!.....XDDDD 

0,00 0,00 14,29 social 

131 
Happy Halloween my fellow 

friends! ???? 
20,00 0,00 40,00 social 

132 

Time to or or Liao...... Nite nite 

daddy, mummy, boy boy go 

sleep...... Muachx! 

0,00 0,00 28,57 social 

133 ©™ anybody noe how to make tis ? 0,00 0,00 16,67 social 

134 

It as so relaxing and they had 

everything.etc,private 

pool,garden..... It was simply 

outstanding come to this hotel!!! :) 

^^ 

9,52 0,00 14,29 social 

135 

Lost my Phone AND Sim card...... 

Anyone who CAN BE BOTHERED 

and has my number, send me an sms 

with ur name attached so that i can 

add you back into my contacts 

list...... THANKS 

2,86 5,71 25,71 social 

136 

Hahaha this period i see this alot of 

this kind of guys. Girl accept fb 

request then post on their wall all 

kind of funny stuff. Post le kanna 

dao but still keep posting as if the 

girl talking to them or they know 

the girl like that . U blind or deaf or 

dumb? U dont feel disgusted i feel v 

disgusted for u sia throw guy face. 

Or u at home got so bored of talking 

to the wall then go fb talk on other 

ppl wall? 

3,49 4,65 17,44 social 

137 
that moment when you go out but 
forgot to change your simcard… 

0,00 0,00 16,67 social 

138 

Cleared close to 130 friends from 

my friend list (: . Some are plainly 

adding . Some are i don't feel like 

wanna be friends with . Some are 

just purely retarded (: . If you think 

i'm such a kiddo to do that its up to 

you . I can choose to be friend with 

who (: . You're not god so don't 

bother asking me why (: . <3 Cel ~ 

6,15 1,54 13,85 social 

139 

When a producer with full post 

facilities available outsources the 

post with the reason I can't find a 
'good' or 'do-it-all-for-me' editor, 

3,03 0,00 6,06 social 
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maybe they should OUT-source 

themselves too. 

140 
My hair is long anyone think's do i 
need a haircut. Any suggestion what 

hairstyle should i have 

0,00 0,00 11,11 social 

141 

Lol I met Miss Chia at MRT Jroung 

East sia,some she push me never 

say sorry 

5,88 11,76 17,65 social 

142 
Tell me someone is going 

aersospace engineering at tp please. 
10,00 0,00 20,00 social 

143 

No girl believes she's beautiful, until 

a guy comes along and makes her 

feel like she is.?? 

5,88 0,00 29,41 social 

144 

“Motivation is what gets you 

started. Habit is what keeps you 

going.” 

0,00 0,00 16,67 social 

145 

Why everything keep on coming 

non stop ?? Can't I have a break in 

between ??? 

0,00 0,00 7,14 social 

146 Gimme ur number plz??????? 0,00 0,00 25,00 social 

147 

Shenyi Chong since my friends cant 

like on ur post they like here u also 

do k? ill also do.... Guys im getting 

fat so help me burn off that fats!!! 

3,23 0,00 16,13 social 

148 I lost in a tournament! 0,00 20,00 0,00 negemo 

149 Blackshot sucks to me now!!!! 0,00 20,00 0,00 negemo 

150 Oh shit just got real! 0,00 20,00 0,00 negemo 

151 

I miss Shaun Tan, Lionel Foo Jia 

Ming, Low Yong Siang and See 
Wei Li Willy even though it has 

only been one day... :( On the other 

hand 1 more day to Stanson Tse's 

birthday! Happy Birthday Sergeant 

Wing Bun! 

2,44 7,32 0,00 negemo 

152 

What's Past Is Past. No More 

Crying Over Spilling MilkShake If 

U Have Done The Wrong Things 

Just Correct It. One's There's A Way 

Alwayz A Way For Solving 

Solutions 

0,00 6,67 0,00 negemo 

153 
I've enough and tired of all this 

crap! 
0,00 12,50 0,00 negemo 

154 
I am very nervous coz my 

tournament is two days away!!!! 
0,00 9,09 0,00 negemo 

155 Memory loss. 0,00 50,00 0,00 negemo 

156 

Is it worth to work until like this ? 

Late night everyday still keep kanna 

f by boss ? Work till sick now .. I 

0,00 6,67 0,00 negemo 
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No Source (A) posemo negemo social target 

am not earning but losing $$ in my 

job .. 

157 
I can't stress this enough but at this 
point i think I have immunity on 

this already. 

0,00 5,88 0,00 negemo 

158 
is at a lost.. not able to do anythin 

!!!! Arghhhh 
0,00 20,00 0,00 negemo 

159 
Just ordered an iPhone 4 otterbox 

casing defender series from eBay 
0,00 9,09 0,00 negemo 

160 I like my new photo! :D Heee~ . 14,29 0,00 0,00 posemo 

161 
My heart will sing how Great You 

are..Blessed be this day for all. 
14,29 0,00 7,14 posemo 

162 
It's been a great year! Thanks for 

being a part of it. Eunicee Lee 
14,29 0,00 0,00 posemo 

163 

Weekends seems fun uh?? NOOO!! 

definitely not when you have a 
project to rush and need to rush it 

within the weekends!!!!! 

9,09 0,00 4,55 posemo 

164 

NEVER LOOK FOR A GOOD 

FACE, It will turn old one day. 

NEVER LOOK FOR GOOD SKIN, 

It will wrinkle one day. NEVER 

LOOK FOR NICE HAIR, It will 

turn white one day. INSTEAD 

LOOK FOR A LOYAL HEART, 

That will love you everyday 

11,36 0,00 4,55 posemo 

165 
This year colour for me is ?? . 

PINK~! LOL! . 
12,50 0,00 0,00 posemo 

166 
A Smile is the best makeup any girl 

can wear???? 
20,00 0,00 10,00 posemo 

167 

This last 5 days have been one of 
the best in my life, nothing can be 

more rewarding than this, thanks to 

those who skated and filmed, Hkb 

Nin Elly Syafiq Salim Farid Ridfa 

Jim Bradley Raihan Ramli Marcus 

Mark Ramos. That's a wrap for "The 

Conquest" 

6,38 0,00 2,13 posemo 

168 So true! 50,00 0,00 0,00 posemo 

169 
Play game without background 
music is good ><.Play music better 

40,00 0,00 10,00 posemo 

170 

After today , i can finally say BYE 

to late night working till 1am! 

PHEW!! 

0,00 0,00 14,29 social 

171 am d happest girl in d planet 0,00 0,00 14,29 social 

172 

Taiping - The world no 3 cities , the 

best place to run ! ??♂️ I feel 

grateful to be back in my hometown 

6,25 0,00 12,50 social 
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No Source (A) posemo negemo social target 

to train with them ! See you guys in 

May ! ?? #BrooksrunningMY 
#Taipingroadrunnertrr #TeamTrr 

173 
Who's going to Bowen secondary 

school?? 
0,00 0,00 16,67 social 

174 
Thanks everyone for your well 

wishes! You guys made my day. 
18,18 0,00 36,36 social 

175 

There is always another chance if u 

fail. Never under esimate the true 

power of practice that makes things 

perfect right infront of your naked 

eyes. So don't give up the things you 

want to do. 

5,56 2,78 8,33 social 

176 

My sister just born a baby today!!! 

Omg!!! Happy birthday to you baby 

or watever the name!!! 

5,88 0,00 29,41 social 

177 
haha i went to cousin favirote game 

olz! 
12,50 0,00 25,00 social 

178 

wherever we visit becomes a part of 

our lives, somehow. @ Fisherman's 
Bastion 

0,00 0,00 25,00 social 

179 
Anyone going aerospace 

engineering at tp? 
0,00 0,00 16,67 social 

180 

how much can i still fall for 

you?.....i dun think i can go 

anymore......~ 

0,00 0,00 6,67 social 

181 You don't have to say you love me.. 12,50 0,00 50,00 social 

182 
To ma guys out there, you feeling 

guilty now? 
0,00 11,11 33,33 social 

183 anybody going Fuhua ?0.o 0,00 0,00 20,00 social 

184 
You guys will meet my dad in the 

airport this thursday!!! 
0,00 0,00 36,36 social 

185 

WOI Teng Wen Qiang enough le 

hor ur game request...Everyday also 

want spam me n ReichelLove 

Beingbored sibo? Knn _|_ 

0,00 0,00 15,00 social 

186 
I gess olatey yusuf akande his d 

most happies man in d planet 
0,00 0,00 15,38 social 

187 

Come and join us ! “ Taiping Get 

Fit Run 2019 “ I will be joining too 

! See you there ! 

0,00 0,00 11,76 social 

188 
Oh my sneakerhead God. These 
three ladies tho ?????? They ballin 

hard. 

0,00 0,00 18,18 social 

189 
Give me a question Down below 

and I will Answer them thanks 
8,33 0,00 25,00 social 

190 
Chilling at a cafe while li'l girl is 

developing her right brain.?? 
0,00 0,00 15,38 social 
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No Source (A) posemo negemo social target 

191 

People In The World Don't Like To 

Work. It's Not That We Don't Like 
To Work, We Have To Work In 

Order To Survive Of Importance Of 

Money If We Need Money We 

Have To Work For It In Order To 

Pay And Pay Until Bankurpt. If We 

Need Something And Wish To 

Have It In Our Dreams To Make It 

Come True Than That Is Really A 

Dream. Money Doesn't Come Free 

Cause We Have To Pay For 

Everything Including Our Life's 

And Death. 

5,88 0,00 11,76 social 

192 
who like scoccer? and what is your 
team that u like 

0,00 0,00 27,27 social 

193 
Finally submitted JAE .. Lets sleep 

now. 
0,00 0,00 16,67 social 

194 
"Your light will shine when all else 

fades." 
0,00 0,00 12,50 social 

195 

Hello. If you're reading this, even if 

we rarely talk, please comment a 

memory you have of us. After 

you're done, post this to your wall. 

You'd be surprised with what people 

remember about you! 

5,71 0,00 34,29 social 

196 

Why is everyone changing their 

profile picture to maplestory 

characters?!? 

0,00 0,00 20,00 social 

197 
I'm not totally useless. I can be used 

as a bad example 
0,00 16,67 0,00 negemo 

198 
is feelin so damn sian tat tmr 
stillllllllll haf to wk... *yawnzzzz* 

0,00 8,33 0,00 negemo 

199 
My dick hurts badly. After kok jun 

hit 
0,00 25,00 0,00 negemo 

200 

Tmr Getting PSLE Results So 

Scared.Like If Scared.Scroll If U R 

Not Scared. 

0,00 20,00 0,00 negemo 

201 not a bad one afterall.... 0,00 20,00 0,00 negemo 

202 
Cant Wait for freakin Thursday! 

Vijay Kirbhaggaren 
0,00 14,29 0,00 negemo 

203 
feels that im worthless in life.....im 

not worth it~… 
0,00 10,00 0,00 negemo 

204 
TMZ taking pictures causin' mad 
hysteria 

0,00 16,67 0,00 negemo 
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Lampiran 2 

Tabel L. 2 Dataset Training Facebook 

No Source (A) posemo negemo social target 

1 

2,711 concrete pillars in a public 

space - to get lost in, confused, sad, 
anxious, and think. @ Holocaust 

Memorial 

0,00 21,05 5,26 negemo 

2 
i thought my prospect was Jürgen 

Klinsmann... Seriously.. 
0,00 12,50 0,00 negemo 

3 

its kinda boring here.....but i will try 

to bare wif it......no 

choice.....XDDDD 

0,00 6,67 0,00 negemo 

4 
Feel like committing suicide......and 

cry.... 
0,00 16,67 0,00 negemo 

5 Some serious works putting on… 0,00 20,00 0,00 negemo 

6 
Only got 2 word wrong also need to 

copy the whole karangan... haizzz... 
0,00 7,69 0,00 negemo 

7 
And I'm so sorry that I hurt you , 
Sorry that I fell through , Sorry I 

was falling in love with you . 

4,76 19,05 14,29 negemo 

8 having a bad headache.. 0,00 25,00 0,00 negemo 

9 
Women are the joy and pillar of 

life..! 
12,50 0,00 12,50 posemo 

10 Happy Birthday legend ! ???? 33,33 0,00 0,00 posemo 

11 
2012 dream, make it come true 

please 
28,57 0,00 0,00 posemo 

12 
Happy new year!! Sounds like 

WWIII outside ?? 
14,29 0,00 0,00 posemo 

13 
Like this status if you think I'm kind 

and caring. 
20,00 0,00 10,00 posemo 

14 

Now u can get tempered glass while 

enjoying awesome chicken wings in 

bentayan! Rm12 for the tempered 

glass and rm2 for each chicken 

wings. Support my friend Ah 

Siong!!! 

10,34 0,00 3,45 posemo 

15 

For the spirit of Christmas, it's a 

blessing to be the producer. Merry 

Christmas to all of you out there! 
???? 

10,00 0,00 5,00 posemo 

16 
Happy birthday Wafi and may all ur 

wishes connect true !!!! 
20,00 0,00 10,00 posemo 

17 
nahaha. I came up with the idea but 

I wasn't playing 
9,09 0,00 0,00 posemo 

18 
Final Sem seems like a real joy to 

watch...... Hmmmmm.... 
10,00 0,00 0,00 posemo 

19 Happy mothers day to all the 25,00 0,00 16,67 posemo 
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No Source (A) posemo negemo social target 

wonderful and caring mothers out 

there ! ?? 

20 
Beautiful fireworks over here in 
KL! Happy New Year Everyone! 

20,00 0,00 10,00 posemo 

21 

trying to keep up with the amazing 

@m3.cy at #adidasrunnerssg's 2nd 

anniversary hustle last weekend. 

happy birthday AR singapore! @ 

SUTD Singapore University of 

Technology & Design 

7,69 0,00 0,00 posemo 

22 
here is a great rendition of this 

song.. 
12,50 0,00 0,00 posemo 

23 

Upcoming days to CNY seems a 

holiday mood for lots of ppl .. But 

seems for me is work till late night 

everyday LOLs 

0,00 0,00 4,35 posemo 

24 

All I want for Christmas is 

knowledge and wisdom to make the 

world having peace and joy. 

17,65 0,00 0,00 posemo 

25 

So keep your head high, your chin 
up, and most importantly, keep 

smiling, because life is a beautiful 

thing and there's so much to smile 

about?? -Marilyn Monroe 

14,29 0,00 7,14 posemo 

26 

Don't know why but feel so 

motivated today to put out a 2nd full 

length skate video! Su'waidi Vivid 

Jamil Al-Talil Syafiq Salim Syed 

Muhd Syed Alwi Umar Al-Siddiq 

Hkb Nin Elly Farhan BooKit 

Nazeer Hussin Farid Ridfa 

Zameerius Maximus Glorious 

2,27 0,00 0,00 posemo 

27 Happy bleated bdat gene!~ 25,00 0,00 0,00 posemo 

28 

went down my house to play soccer, 

honestly, not impressed , was a 

waste of time :( ...... 

18,75 6,25 6,25 posemo 

29 

Best of luck Adly ! :D . For not 

doing any assignment during your 

holiday! HAHAHA . 

21,43 0,00 7,14 posemo 

30 

Beats by Dr Dre sounds great! 

Makes my old records sound like 

new. 

7,69 0,00 0,00 posemo 

31 
is at a verge.. all i need is a good 
chance.. its a final burst 

6,67 0,00 0,00 posemo 

32 
So good to relax at home on the 2nd 

day of 2012 !!! Cheers 
23,08 0,00 0,00 posemo 

33 

Omg Josh! This guy never fails to 

put out an amazing part everytime 

he put out a part.. Please please 

11,11 3,70 7,41 posemo 
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No Source (A) posemo negemo social target 

check this out skateboarders.. 

Underdog for shizzles.. 

34 

I would like to wish everyone a 
Happy Lunar New Year . May all 

your wish do comes true & may you 

get more red packets ! (: . <3 CCKY 

<3 . 

14,29 0,00 10,71 posemo 

35 

I am a super nice person. Now I 

know how to respect my elders tat 

should be the way always yep 

14,29 0,00 4,76 posemo 

36 

the living and breathing enigma, so 

incredibly dated yet unimaginably 

beautiful. @ Old Town Square 

7,14 0,00 0,00 posemo 

37 
Well, Bali was a nice place to stay 

in 
22,22 0,00 0,00 posemo 

38 
What a fighter, great inspiration to 

all! 
28,57 14,29 14,29 posemo 

39 

Oh My Goodness!!! I feel so good 

after my running i time myself and i 

just left 55m more to get my Silver 
award for my IPPT better than 

nothing all i care is my health and 

my cash that is waitng for me ahead 

of me so proud of myself glad i am 

a "MAN" now that is doing the right 

things and it's all in my mind 

nothing can defeat that 

YIPPPEEE........ 

9,46 1,35 1,35 posemo 

40 So CUTE!! hahahaha....! 66,67 0,00 0,00 posemo 

41 Blessed be this day. 25,00 0,00 0,00 posemo 

42 

Which is a better choice for my next 

car ?? Toyota Vios or Hyundai 

Avante ?? Both ard the same FC .. 

5,26 0,00 0,00 posemo 

43 
The Go! Team Best of da bestest.. 

Hahaa.. 
37,50 0,00 12,50 posemo 

44 Wth hahahah ill just kiss my dog .-. 28,57 0,00 0,00 posemo 

45 
Most bizarre and awesome dining 

experience ever!! 
14,29 0,00 0,00 posemo 

46 
Gay=Happy?Make no sense?Maybe 

it do make sense 
10,00 0,00 0,00 posemo 

47 

5th day of school.. *came back from 

buying bubble tea *going in Bowen 

(gate)*. Mr Ross : Nicholas can you 

show me how to do spike on this 

errh.. Me : okay.. Btw it's Kendama 

:p Mr Ross : oh okay *thumbs up* 

good job. Me : thanks! Indian friend 
: *shouts* Ross (rose) Bandung. Me 

9,68 1,61 6,45 posemo 
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No Source (A) posemo negemo social target 

: HAHAHAHAHA savage xD mean 

asf but funny at the same time. 

48 
wants to buy a new BIG face 
watch... which brand is good???? 

8,33 0,00 0,00 posemo 

49 

had an amazing time with 

#adidasrunnersbudapest this week! 

love your runbase with all the 

professional equipment. thanks for 

helping me get some workout in 

amidst all the hungarian feasting! @ 

Váci út 

12,90 0,00 9,68 posemo 

50 
WOOTS u-kiss at 987 on thursday 

~~ 
14,29 0,00 0,00 posemo 

51 
Drinking Vodka alcohol~ >< :D 

Passionfruit sia 
16,67 0,00 0,00 posemo 

52 

Call It What You Want~~~~~~ Eh 

Eh, Call It Want You 

Waaaaannnnnnntttt~~~~~ 

0,00 0,00 33,33 social 

53 

Soooo... I got the answer wrong. I 

am now keeping my word and 
posting this picture selected by 

Arthur Wong. I’m challenging my 

friends who are logical and smart 

thinkers, to have a crack at guessing 

the answer to the riddle below. 

When you think you know, Private 

message me the answer. If you are 

not going to follow the instructions 

after you lose, don’t bother playing. 

Your turn! Read the riddle. If your 

answer is incorrect, I can choose 
any of your photos and you have to 

post it along with the riddle. If you 

answer correctly, I'll write your 

name in the comments (with a 

trophy emoji). Riddle: It's 7:00 AM. 

You are asleep and there is a sudden 

knock on the door. Behind the door 

are your parents who came to have 

breakfast. In your fridge are bread, 

milk (pasteurized), juice, and a jar 

of jam. To answer, what will you 
open first? * Answer directly 

through Private message only 

please. Answers in the comment 

section will be deleted. ** Note: It’s 

not what you think. So far no one 

has gotten it. Read carefully! 

2,14 1,60 13,90 social 

54 Oh now I know where my parents 0,00 0,00 14,29 social 
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No Source (A) posemo negemo social target 

and everyone’s document went to 

???????? Kantoi lul 

55 
You can forget about me, but you 
can't forget about the memories I 

brought into your life. 

0,00 0,00 17,65 social 

56 

Lemme tell you who I really am . 

I'm a hypocrite , unable to change , 

brat , a person who will use you & 

just dump you . So if you think i'm 

not your kind of friend just delete 

me off your buddy list thank you . 

Because i dont give a fuck (: . 

4,17 4,17 29,17 social 

57 

is meeting Edward & Angel for 

breakfast at our hotel coffee house 

in 5 mins. 

0,00 0,00 14,29 social 

58 

Just 4hrs more to count down ppl be 

prepared for the excitement to begin 

it's coming safe ur breath ppl I know 
u guys are looking forward for the 

big shout aloud. 

6,25 0,00 12,50 social 

59 

who will think brazil will win the 

world 

cup?????????...........................!who? 

10,00 0,00 20,00 social 

60 

When I am 16 I am a : Student still -

.- My best friends will be: I dont 

know. hahah in a relationship with : 

Hmmmmm My biggest fear is: 

Exams . for now . heh Like and I'll 

give you an age. 

7,89 2,63 10,53 social 

61 
I love You Today and Tomorrow, 

Always and Forever ??❤️ 
11,11 0,00 22,22 social 

62 

I asked Him early this morning to 

guide me accordingly amidst all the 

troubles and worries i have. He took 
it all and made me realize that He 

was just there all along. Never been 

this happy. Never been this 

complete. And from then I was 

reborned. 

2,13 4,26 8,51 social 

63 A gift from a dearest friend. TQ^^ 0,00 0,00 14,29 social 

64 

is trading pet soicity stuff 4 

restaurant stuff . if intersted,leave 

comment 

0,00 0,00 8,33 social 

65 
Tmr shall download Audition ^_^ ~ 
someone guide me 

0,00 0,00 14,29 social 

66 
so who has finish the black scholes 

part?????? 
0,00 0,00 12,50 social 

67 
Inbox for more info about these 

products.. Email.. 
0,00 0,00 9,09 social 
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No Source (A) posemo negemo social target 

Info2arena@gmail.com 

68 Genius of humans 0,00 0,00 33,33 social 

69 
Hello, I’m looking for people to 

start a pharmaceutical corporation. 
0,00 0,00 20,00 social 

70 

Lemme tell you who I really am . 

I'm a hypocrite , unable to change , 

brat , a person who will use you & 
just dump you . So if you think i'm 

not your kind of friend just delete 

me off your buddy list thank you . 

Because i dont give a fuck (: .You 

were my strength when I was weak , 

You were my voice when I couldn't 

speak , You were my eyes when I 

couldn't see , You saw the best there 

was in me , Lifted me up when I 

couldn't reach , You gave me faith 

'coz you believed , I'm everything I 

am , Because you loved me . 

5,88 2,94 24,51 social 

71 exams over lets lose our minds!!!! 0,00 16,67 33,33 social 

72 

believes that Kenny Smith was right 

on his predictions about Durant. His 

performance at the World 

Championship gives a glimpse on 

how the NBA will be played next 

season. 

6,90 0,00 10,34 social 

73 
Know what you want, I know what I 

want. 
0,00 0,00 11,11 social 

74 

Thank you guys for the surprise! 
Although not really a surprise 

because of the auntie. Love you 

guys! Muacks! 

21,05 0,00 31,58 social 

75 

11:11 I love u Baby Penguinn <3 :* 

XIAO MII MIIIII >< ReichelLove 

Beingbored 

7,69 0,00 15,38 social 

76 
New year offer.. chat me on whats 

app.. +1(614)3838769 
0,00 0,00 18,18 social 

77 

Ladies And GentleMen 'Boys & 

Girls' We Have "7" More Days For 

Celebration For A Brand New Year. 

Forget About The Past Now Ppl The 

Time Has Come For Us To Make It 

A Brand New History Am Looking 
Forward For A Brand New Year 

With Colourful Things All Around 

Us !!!!!!! BEHOLD !!!!!! It Will Be 

A New Change In U....Welcome 

2011 As U Are Welcome To The 

2,90 0,00 15,94 social 
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No Source (A) posemo negemo social target 

Planet World 

78 
I just saw Mr Chan at causeway 

point 
0,00 0,00 12,50 social 

79 

who give me will get a japanese 

roof or a igoo roof i mean 

it!!!!!!!!!!!! or just tell me what you 

want 

0,00 0,00 18,18 social 

80 

ove is juz too unique......there r 

never an accurate ans for it.......no1 

will ever have one.....not even the 

GOD....im brave enuf to 

say~......love is juz wad u think it 
is~......every1 will have a diff ans 

for it.....its pointless to be argue~.... 

4,17 2,08 6,25 social 

81 

Comment if you want to know a 

fact/truth about me?? If you 

commented, you must put this as 

your status and let others comment! 

?? 

4,00 0,00 28,00 social 

82 

Everybody bad news to tell you 

guys!!! Hawkers are giving out 

money (change) that are from other 

countries :( Today, when i had 

lunch at a hawker centre, I received 

some china tokens which are also 
known as (renminbi) So, beware of 

this and tell me if you also 

encounter the same incident as me!! 

1,82 3,64 14,55 social 

83 

"All humans are equal, but some are 

more equal. Straight people have the 

freedom to marry whoever they 

want but gays don't. I don't hate the 

gays and I'm not against 

homosexuality but the law shouldn't 

be passed that they can be married." 

I've seen so many post about this 

today. Just read it and feel the irony 

of saying "I'm not hating or 
discriminating them but the law 

should not be passed." 

1,37 2,74 12,33 social 

84 
Everyone loves Puan Ch'ng's 

English class. Especially Alan 
11,11 0,00 22,22 social 

85 

chelsea, how many yellow cards do 

u still wanna get, you are already 2 

man down!!! 

0,00 0,00 12,50 social 

86 To become a man is not a day job 0,00 0,00 11,11 social 

87 
If you can’t be the King or Queen, 

then be the Ace☹️ #sleights #magic 
0,00 0,00 21,43 social 
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No Source (A) posemo negemo social target 

88 

Let me ask you guy somthing o.k If 

you die and there is 4 tunnel for u to 
choose from what will u choose 

Green. For people who is greedy 

you will then become a evil ghost or 

become adevil or somthing bad. 

White.You will go to heaven,but 

thereis many rules so if u break one 

you will go to hell. Red.You will go 

to hell:( Bule.You will become an 

animal depends on your luck. A 

misty tunnel.You will become a 

human being a boy or a girl your 

luck.(Not quite sure) Which will 
you choose? Peace, Joseph Loh 

4,67 5,61 16,82 social 

89 

first run since being home.. havent 

been to an #adidasrunnerssg session 

for a while and they now have five 

groups, so naturally, im still in 

group 94. ?? @ Labrador Park 

0,00 0,00 10,34 social 

90 I just haven met you yet.. :)) 14,29 0,00 28,57 social 

91 

“He who lives in harmony with 

himself lives in harmony with the 
universe.” 

15,38 0,00 23,08 social 

92 

Urgently looking for non-speaking 

extras to participate in TMTV's 

video shoot on Monday, 11th 

December. Timing will be from 

6pm till late. Leave me a message 

for more details! ???? 

0,00 0,00 10,00 social 

93 
Hi everybody! Please follow me on 

twitter! My twitter name is tzehuee 
8,33 0,00 41,67 social 

94 

I thought that guy was Kok Chun 

Wong so i pointed the middlefinger 

at him- ken lee hahahahahah 

5,56 0,00 11,11 social 

95 

Keep your account safe: Never paste 

suspicious-looking links or text into 

your internet address bar. They 

could be spam! 

5,00 5,00 15,00 social 

96 
Early bday celebration. Happy 
bday! I wish u first ya… 

10,00 0,00 20,00 social 

97 

Dad : Mommy my fringe long 

leyh..help me trim in front leyh 

mom: thought u scare I cut not nice 

Me: Hahahahah Mom: Nicholas I 

trim ur hair Aimai? Me: Woi mai 

anyhow!later u see my fist at ur face 

AH XP!! Mom: Wahh fierce perhhh 

Hahaha 

6,25 4,17 16,67 social 
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No Source (A) posemo negemo social target 

98 

love is like a fire,but whether it is 

going to warm your heart or burn 
down your house,you can never 

tell… 

8,70 0,00 21,74 social 

99 

Yesterday is gone. Tomorrow has 

not yet come. We have only today. 

Let us begin ! 

0,00 0,00 13,33 social 

100 
Who would you vote? Me or 

Donald trump? XD BRUHHH.. 
0,00 0,00 20,00 social 

101 
Everyone get ready to pack your 

school bag 
12,50 0,00 25,00 social 

102 

All contacts from my fone gone :( 

Ppl i know, can pls pm me ur 

number or smth? Haha 

5,26 5,26 15,79 social 

103 
My day would never be called 

"Happy" without this guy???? 
10,00 0,00 20,00 social 

104 will just pray for you. 0,00 0,00 20,00 social 

105 

Anyone else waking up at 4am in 

the morning just to watch leichester 

city play against chelsea????? wuts 

ur prediction? I think 2-1 

leichester?? 

4,00 0,00 8,00 social 

106 

5 more min to 0000 lo >< !! Ahh 

eager to meet u sia..ReichelLove 

Beingbored baby girl go sleep la 

><I pei u .. 

4,55 0,00 13,64 social 

107 

You Asked me what was wrong and 

i smiled and said..NOTHING, Then 

i turned around and 
wishpered...EVERYTHING 

5,26 5,26 21,05 social 

108 

Self harm, suicide, eating 

disorders— you say it’s all for 

attention. Well then, maybe it’s a 

sign it’s time to start paying 

attention. 

4,35 4,35 13,04 social 

109 

When you tell your parents you 

need an ergonomic chair bc your 

back hurts but they say you ain't 

needing no stupid chair like that. ?? 

#ripken 

0,00 7,69 34,62 social 

110 

i said i swear if i get ramos... then 

suddenly i got him!! omggg shittt 

xD luckyyyyyy 

0,00 5,88 11,76 social 

111 

feels refreshed in the Spirit after 
morning PM. Looking forward to 

spend the day later with wifey. It's 

our 1st Anniversary! 

0,00 0,00 9,52 social 

112 
Gonna go and practice with my 

coach coz it's time we rock!!! 
0,00 0,00 8,33 social 
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No Source (A) posemo negemo social target 

113 

What is happening to what we call 

home EARTH. Lets do somthing to 
help our homeland. 

0,00 0,00 31,25 social 

114 

WAHHHh... when im full , then my 

mom wants to other macs for my 

bro .. -_____- 

0,00 0,00 14,29 social 

115 
"Hear our cry and turn our nation 

back to You." 
0,00 10,00 40,00 social 

116 Ah Boy big day !! 0,00 0,00 25,00 social 

117 Showcase work for a friend of mine. 0,00 0,00 14,29 social 

118 

Reaching out to those annoying 

people out there. Later don't hang 

out with you then you know! 

0,00 5,88 17,65 social 

119 
why now people like spamming 

o.0?? 
0,00 0,00 14,29 social 

120 So who is faster? bike or horse?? 0,00 0,00 14,29 social 

121 
we learn some thing 4rm prosperty 

we learn many more 4rm adversity 
0,00 8,33 16,67 social 

122 
“It doesn’t matter how slow you go, 

as long as you keep going “ 
0,00 0,00 15,38 social 

123 

You don't have to be beautiful You 
don't have to be hot Just as long as 

you can tell What's real and what's 

not 

4,17 0,00 16,67 social 

124 Time to help a bro! 0,00 0,00 40,00 social 

125 

want to thank our family & 

relatives, great friends, E198, W91, 

Pastor Derek & family for coming 

to warm our place. You guys made 
this house turn into a home. Really 

appreciate everyone for taking time 

to come. 

11,11 0,00 25,00 social 

126 
Someone told me if u're true den u 

wun start so fast 
7,69 0,00 15,38 social 

127 

football news! manchester vs aston 

villa 0-1,liverpool vs aresnal 1-

2,fulham vs burnely 1-1,chelsea vs 

everton 3-3,manchester city vs 

aresnal 3-0 get more news from me 

if you want to know the score 

highlights and plz commet 

0,00 0,00 2,22 social 

128 

Hello ppl who say march facebook 

close down 1st march ready ma why 

close down answer to that 

5,56 0,00 33,33 social 

129 

Each day has its own individuality 

of color.??????????-Charles 

Webster Hawthorne 

0,00 0,00 9,09 social 

130 tmr library...anyone ON-ing?.....tell 0,00 0,00 14,29 social 
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No Source (A) posemo negemo social target 

me rite now....dun let me go there 

tmr n see no ppl 
there~!!!!!.....XDDDD 

131 
Happy Halloween my fellow 

friends! ???? 
20,00 0,00 40,00 social 

132 

Time to or or Liao...... Nite nite 

daddy, mummy, boy boy go 

sleep...... Muachx! 

0,00 0,00 28,57 social 

133 ©™ anybody noe how to make tis ? 0,00 0,00 16,67 social 

134 

It as so relaxing and they had 

everything.etc,private 

pool,garden..... It was simply 

outstanding come to this hotel!!! :) 
^^ 

9,52 0,00 14,29 social 

135 

Lost my Phone AND Sim card...... 

Anyone who CAN BE BOTHERED 

and has my number, send me an sms 

with ur name attached so that i can 

add you back into my contacts 

list...... THANKS 

2,86 5,71 25,71 social 

136 

Hahaha this period i see this alot of 

this kind of guys. Girl accept fb 

request then post on their wall all 

kind of funny stuff. Post le kanna 

dao but still keep posting as if the 

girl talking to them or they know 
the girl like that . U blind or deaf or 

dumb? U dont feel disgusted i feel v 

disgusted for u sia throw guy face. 

Or u at home got so bored of talking 

to the wall then go fb talk on other 

ppl wall? 

3,49 4,65 17,44 social 

137 
that moment when you go out but 

forgot to change your simcard… 
0,00 0,00 16,67 social 

138 

Cleared close to 130 friends from 

my friend list (: . Some are plainly 

adding . Some are i don't feel like 

wanna be friends with . Some are 

just purely retarded (: . If you think 

i'm such a kiddo to do that its up to 
you . I can choose to be friend with 

who (: . You're not god so don't 

bother asking me why (: . <3 Cel ~ 

6,15 1,54 13,85 social 

139 

When a producer with full post 

facilities available outsources the 

post with the reason I can't find a 

'good' or 'do-it-all-for-me' editor, 

maybe they should OUT-source 

themselves too. 

3,03 0,00 6,06 social 
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No Source (A) posemo negemo social target 

140 

My hair is long anyone think's do i 

need a haircut. Any suggestion what 
hairstyle should i have 

0,00 0,00 11,11 social 

141 

Lol I met Miss Chia at MRT Jroung 

East sia,some she push me never 

say sorry 

5,88 11,76 17,65 social 

142 
Tell me someone is going 

aersospace engineering at tp please. 
10,00 0,00 20,00 social 

143 

No girl believes she's beautiful, until 

a guy comes along and makes her 

feel like she is.?? 

5,88 0,00 29,41 social 

144 

“Motivation is what gets you 

started. Habit is what keeps you 

going.” 

0,00 0,00 16,67 social 

145 

Why everything keep on coming 

non stop ?? Can't I have a break in 

between ??? 

0,00 0,00 7,14 social 

146 Gimme ur number plz??????? 0,00 0,00 25,00 social 

147 

Shenyi Chong since my friends cant 

like on ur post they like here u also 

do k? ill also do.... Guys im getting 

fat so help me burn off that fats!!! 

3,23 0,00 16,13 social 

148 I lost in a tournament! 0,00 20,00 0,00 negemo 

149 Blackshot sucks to me now!!!! 0,00 20,00 0,00 negemo 

150 Oh shit just got real! 0,00 20,00 0,00 negemo 

151 

I miss Shaun Tan, Lionel Foo Jia 

Ming, Low Yong Siang and See 

Wei Li Willy even though it has 
only been one day... :( On the other 

hand 1 more day to Stanson Tse's 

birthday! Happy Birthday Sergeant 

Wing Bun! 

2,44 7,32 0,00 negemo 

152 

What's Past Is Past. No More 

Crying Over Spilling MilkShake If 

U Have Done The Wrong Things 

Just Correct It. One's There's A Way 

Alwayz A Way For Solving 

Solutions 

0,00 6,67 0,00 negemo 

153 
I've enough and tired of all this 

crap! 
0,00 12,50 0,00 negemo 

154 
I am very nervous coz my 

tournament is two days away!!!! 
0,00 9,09 0,00 negemo 

155 Memory loss. 0,00 50,00 0,00 negemo 

156 

Is it worth to work until like this ? 

Late night everyday still keep kanna 

f by boss ? Work till sick now .. I 

am not earning but losing $$ in my 

job .. 

0,00 6,67 0,00 negemo 
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No Source (A) posemo negemo social target 

157 

I can't stress this enough but at this 

point i think I have immunity on 
this already. 

0,00 5,88 0,00 negemo 

158 
is at a lost.. not able to do anythin 

!!!! Arghhhh 
0,00 20,00 0,00 negemo 

159 
Just ordered an iPhone 4 otterbox 

casing defender series from eBay 
0,00 9,09 0,00 negemo 
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Lampiran 3 

Tabel L. 3 Dataset Testing 

No Source (A) posemo negemo social target 

1 I like my new photo! :D Heee~ . 14,29 0,00 0,00 posemo 

2 

My heart will sing how Great 

You are..Blessed be this day for 

all. 

14,29 0,00 7,14 posemo 

3 

It's been a great year! Thanks 

for being a part of it. Eunicee 
Lee 

14,29 0,00 0,00 posemo 

4 

Weekends seems fun uh?? 

NOOO!! definitely not when 

you have a project to rush and 

need to rush it within the 

weekends!!!!! 

9,09 0,00 4,55 posemo 

5 

NEVER LOOK FOR A GOOD 

FACE, It will turn old one day. 

NEVER LOOK FOR GOOD 

SKIN, It will wrinkle one day. 

NEVER LOOK FOR NICE 

HAIR, It will turn white one 

day. INSTEAD LOOK FOR A 

LOYAL HEART, That will love 
you everyday 

11,36 0,00 4,55 posemo 

6 
This year colour for me is ?? . 

PINK~! LOL! . 
12,50 0,00 0,00 posemo 

7 
A Smile is the best makeup any 

girl can wear???? 
20,00 0,00 10,00 posemo 

8 

This last 5 days have been one 

of the best in my life, nothing 

can be more rewarding than 

this, thanks to those who skated 

and filmed, Hkb Nin Elly Syafiq 

Salim Farid Ridfa Jim Bradley 

Raihan Ramli Marcus Mark 

Ramos. That's a wrap for "The 

Conquest" 

6,38 0,00 2,13 posemo 

9 So true! 50,00 0,00 0,00 posemo 

10 

Play game without background 

music is good ><.Play music 

better 

40,00 0,00 10,00 posemo 

11 

After today , i can finally say 

BYE to late night working till 

1am! PHEW!! 

0,00 0,00 14,29 social 

12 am d happest girl in d planet 0,00 0,00 14,29 social 

13 Taiping - The world no 3 cities , 6,25 0,00 12,50 social 
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No Source (A) posemo negemo social target 

the best place to run ! ??♂️ I feel 

grateful to be back in my 
hometown to train with them ! 

See you guys in May ! ?? 

#BrooksrunningMY 

#Taipingroadrunnertrr 

#TeamTrr 

14 
Who's going to Bowen 

secondary school?? 
0,00 0,00 16,67 social 

15 
Thanks everyone for your well 

wishes! You guys made my day. 
18,18 0,00 36,36 social 

16 

There is always another chance 

if u fail. Never under esimate 

the true power of practice that 

makes things perfect right 

infront of your naked eyes. So 
don't give up the things you 

want to do. 

5,56 2,78 8,33 social 

17 

My sister just born a baby 

today!!! Omg!!! Happy birthday 

to you baby or watever the 

name!!! 

5,88 0,00 29,41 social 

18 
haha i went to cousin favirote 

game olz! 
12,50 0,00 25,00 social 

19 

wherever we visit becomes a 

part of our lives, somehow. @ 

Fisherman's Bastion 

0,00 0,00 25,00 social 

20 
Anyone going aerospace 

engineering at tp? 
0,00 0,00 16,67 social 

21 

how much can i still fall for 

you?.....i dun think i can go 

anymore......~ 

0,00 0,00 6,67 social 

22 
You don't have to say you love 
me.. 

12,50 0,00 50,00 social 

23 
To ma guys out there, you 

feeling guilty now? 
0,00 11,11 33,33 social 

24 anybody going Fuhua ?0.o 0,00 0,00 20,00 social 

25 
You guys will meet my dad in 

the airport this thursday!!! 
0,00 0,00 36,36 social 

26 

WOI Teng Wen Qiang enough 

le hor ur game 

request...Everyday also want 

spam me n ReichelLove 

Beingbored sibo? Knn _|_ 

0,00 0,00 15,00 social 

27 
I gess olatey yusuf akande his d 
most happies man in d planet 

0,00 0,00 15,38 social 

28 

Come and join us ! “ Taiping 

Get Fit Run 2019 “ I will be 

joining too ! See you there ! 

0,00 0,00 11,76 social 
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No Source (A) posemo negemo social target 

29 

Oh my sneakerhead God. These 

three ladies tho ?????? They 
ballin hard. 

0,00 0,00 18,18 social 

30 

Give me a question Down 

below and I will Answer them 

thanks 

8,33 0,00 25,00 social 

31 
Chilling at a cafe while li'l girl 

is developing her right brain.?? 
0,00 0,00 15,38 social 

32 

People In The World Don't Like 

To Work. It's Not That We 

Don't Like To Work, We Have 

To Work In Order To Survive 

Of Importance Of Money If We 

Need Money We Have To Work 

For It In Order To Pay And Pay 

Until Bankurpt. If We Need 

Something And Wish To Have 
It In Our Dreams To Make It 

Come True Than That Is Really 

A Dream. Money Doesn't Come 

Free Cause We Have To Pay 

For Everything Including Our 

Life's And Death. 

5,88 0,00 11,76 social 

33 
who like scoccer? and what is 

your team that u like 
0,00 0,00 27,27 social 

34 
Finally submitted JAE .. Lets 

sleep now. 
0,00 0,00 16,67 social 

35 
"Your light will shine when all 

else fades." 
0,00 0,00 12,50 social 

36 

Hello. If you're reading this, 

even if we rarely talk, please 

comment a memory you have of 
us. After you're done, post this 

to your wall. You'd be surprised 

with what people remember 

about you! 

5,71 0,00 34,29 social 

37 

Why is everyone changing their 

profile picture to maplestory 

characters?!? 

0,00 0,00 20,00 social 

38 
I'm not totally useless. I can be 

used as a bad example 
0,00 16,67 0,00 negemo 

39 

is feelin so damn sian tat tmr 

stillllllllll haf to wk... 

*yawnzzzz* 

0,00 8,33 0,00 negemo 

40 
My dick hurts badly. After kok 

jun hit 
0,00 25,00 0,00 negemo 

41 

Tmr Getting PSLE Results So 

Scared.Like If Scared.Scroll If 
U R Not Scared. 

0,00 20,00 0,00 negemo 
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No Source (A) posemo negemo social target 

42 not a bad one afterall.... 0,00 20,00 0,00 negemo 

43 
Cant Wait for freakin Thursday! 

Vijay Kirbhaggaren 
0,00 14,29 0,00 negemo 

44 
feels that im worthless in 

life.....im not worth it~… 
0,00 10,00 0,00 negemo 

45 
TMZ taking pictures causin' 

mad hysteria 
0,00 16,67 0,00 negemo 
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Lampiran 4 

Tabel L. 4 Dataset Twitter 

no Source (A) posemo negemo social target 

1 
I lowkey miss high school 
math 

0,00 16,67 0,00 negemo 

2 

I just realized I'm done 
with highschool and I'm 
graduating next week 
holy fuck 

0,00 7,14 0,00 negemo 

… … … … … … 

2066 

Locanda dell’Isola 
Comacina 
 
 
 
Restaurant that sits on a 
tiny island on Lake Como 
where Clooney takes all 
his Oceans 11 friends.  
Initially seems like a 
gimmick but the 3 hour 
lunch absolutely 
changed my life and my 
weight class.  
Indescribable. 

0,00 0,00 7,32 social 

2067 

NEVER forget the time 
this drug dealer forced 
my friend to get in a car 
with him and drove the 
fuck off bc a car was 
coming 

0,00 3,70 7,41 social 

 

 

 


